
Undefeated X Converse Ballistic Capsule
joint series white style appearance - new
shoes Network - In - News Reports Release

After following the mid July launch of the Undefeated 
X Converse Ballistic Capsule signed a series of deep blue, this is Undefeated's own Korean design director KB Lee Blog released
this series of white Converse Star Player style Torgovnik, Hi Converse, One Star Academy and ALICE Pack after the same bag.
Similarly, the use of Ballistic materials and orange embellishment effect, in pure white under the more prominent, the single product
will be in 8/19 in Undefeated shops and official website synchronous sale. 

often said, "this sentence is beautiful enough to feast the eyes". But this time, Hypebeast and Puma were stunned to blend this
sentence into their new joint shoes. Recently, Hypebeast, x, Puma, Blaze, LTWT, Dim, Sum, Teaser, joint shoes release. According
to brand relevant responsible person, this project includes two kinds of color matching shoes. And the design inspiration of each pair
of shoes comes from a kind of Chinese popular snack. According to the photos released, you might as well guess which of these
shoes originated from the two kinds of food. In addition, shoes in the material and color, but also complement each other, chose the
relatively simple color of the composition of the ride. Although only shoes design, but perhaps a combination of diet and shoes are
beautiful enough to feast the eyes "". Note: the design inspiration from the dumplings and I guess any shrimp dumplings.
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